ABSTRACT. Given a flow (0 ), t real, over a probability space ß, we prove that certain measures on 12 (viewed as the state space of the flow)
0. Introduction. Let (0, ?°, P, 9 ), t £ R (the real line), be a filtered dynamical system (all terminology will be explained below). In §1 we prove that a finite measure Q on J" which is "progressively absolutely continuous" decomposes uniquely into the sum of two measures Q = P~ + p, where P~ is the restriction to 3q_ of the Palm measure Pa of a predictable additive functional a, and p is supported by a "polar" setin JQ_. Decomposing a into its continuous and discrete parts, say &c and a¿, we will see (in §2) that P~ splits into a measure P~ which charges no "semipolar" set and a measure PJ which is carried by a semipolar, but charges no polar, set. Thus we have a decomposition [9] ). The decomposition (1) requires the Doob-Meyer decomposition of supermartingales and is related to Fó'llmer's [3] correspondence between supermartingales and certain measures on R+ x 0. As a corollary, we find that a finite measure Q on Vte AA~t is a Palm measure iff it charges no polar set. The section concludes with a characterization of polar sets, and several applications of these ideas, particularly to local times.
In v2 we characterize various properties of a given additive functional a, such as well-measurability, predictability, and continuity, in terms of its A flow 6 =(61), t £ R, on a probability space (0, 3" , P) is a oneparameter group (under composition) of bimeasurable, measure-preserving bijections 91: 0 -» 0 such that 9Q = identity and the mapping (t, a>) -*9t(a)
is S ® ¡J°/cF0-measurable. We further assume the existence of a filtration, i.e. an increasing family of cr-fields Í3¿ i, t £ R, on 0 whose generated ofield Vfc»**, 1S 3» aRd which is compatible with the flow 9 in that ÖJ^l = n+, *• < e R-As usual we write S?+ = f)^, SJ. = VSJ°S. a(t, co) = a(t, cu) for all t £ R a.s.) which is perfect in that the set N in (iii) may be chosen independently of s, t, 5" -measurable, and such that (iv) cx(±oo, co) = ±<x or a(t, co) u 0 for every co £ 0.
Given an AF a, its Palm measure is
where ¡A is the indicator of A. Palm measures arise naturally in the study of "flows under a function" [7] , local times [4] , "time-changes" of flows
[17], point processes ("Palm-Khinhin formulae" etc.), and level crossings ("horizontal-window" probabilities). They are exactly the measures which neglect sets in 0 which the flow neglects (Theorem (10)).
Finally, we will need these facts (see [5] , [9] We hasten to add that many of the results below do not depend on (I), though they are more complicated without it, and that most of the standard In particular, let Z = (Z(), t £ R+, be a potential [ 13] such that Z¿ = e-íZ0 o 9 a.s. for each t (Z is "almost homogeneous").
Then there exists a homogeneous potential Z = e~lZ o 91, with Z as described in (5), such that Z and Z are indistinguishable.
Let S+ denote the Borel cr-field in R+, and define, for any process u e (ÍB+ ® 3ro), two new processes, 9 u and 9~u, by 9*uis, cu) = uis, 6súA, 9~u(s, co) = Ás, 9_s(d).
These are measurable, and 9 and 9~ are obviously inverses of one another.
Now define 9° to be the cr-field on R+ x 0 generated by all sets of the form To each measure Q on j n we now associate a measure O on 9 as follows. Writing Q(u) for J« dQ, lives on a semipolar, but charges no polar, set (see y2). We note that if Q charges no polar set in J « , then (using a Fubini argument) it is progressively absolutely continuous.
As an immediate consequence of (9) (using the trivial filtration J = j fot (b)) we have 
di) zi+s
\e-tNso9t+e-tYso6l.
It is tedious, but straightforward, to check that both N and e~lMs ° 6(, n t' ' 'n n n Unfortunately, the usual filtrations on the standard spaces of flow theory, such as E and 52 previously mentioned, are not standard in the above sense.
We will indicate later how to circumvent this difficulty for those two cases. holds for M (resp. v) in place of Q; since Qa also satisfies (19), so does "p.
In view of (6), it will suffice to verify ( 18) for zz = 0 (7r go.^), t>0,¿¡£ (J0_)+, in which case the right-hand side of (18) It is an open question whether every filtered dynamical system can be embedded in a standard system as in the above examples. We should also mention that the measure v in (20) is something of a mystery to us.
We conclude this section by pointing out two applications of our results. 
D. GEM AN AND J. HOROWITZ
For our second application, let X = (X^, / £ R, be a strictly stationary measurable process such that X = XQ o Q and assume X is adapted to a filtration \S \. Denote by (E, ë) the state space of X, with ë assumed separable, and let ît(T) = P\X £ V] (independent of t) be the one-dimensional distribution of the process. We say that X has a TocczT rz'zzze if there exist AF's ax = (a*), x £ E, such that, for almost every co £ 0, (23) f axico)Ádx) = Pi (X (co))¿s for all t £ R , T £ ë.
(Suitable measurability restrictions must be imposed; we omit the details.)
Let \PX\, x £ E, be a regular conditional probability given X., i.e. a family of measures on J such that, for every A £ j , T £ ë, P(A, X. £ T) = f P*(A)?7(c7x). We know [4] a local time exists iff Px is a Palm measure for zr-a.e. x £ E (in which case the AF's are predictable for a.e. x).
Suppose only that there exist AF's ax which are predictable and such that Px = P x on 3r° for a.e. x. Set Notice, however, that "polar" is defined in terms of sets in 0 which are avoided by the flow 6 rather than those in E which are avoided by the process X .
We conclude with an example, based on a construction due to Maisonneuve of §1 still in force, we will need the following basic fact, borrowed from [8] (see also [9] ).
(25) Theorem. For every ¿j £ (™) which is either bounded or nonnegative, there exists ¿j" e(S°0+) (resp. ¿J* £ (5° J) such that (¿j" °6t),teR (resp. (¿J* o QJ)
is the well-measurable (resp. predictable) projection of the process (¿j° 6 ), t £ R.
Moreover, ¿j (resp. ¿j ) is bounded or nonnegative with ¿j and is unique up to a polar function. We note that the process ¿j ° 0 is actually in (9 ) by (7) Before going on, we recall some material from the general theory of processes [2]. Let u = (u(t, co)) be a process and A = (A{((o)) an increasing process, EA( <oo, t £ R+, and \S \ an increasing family of CT-fields on 0 which is right-continuous and with each J, completed by all P-null sets. We write ip, J fot the well-measurable (resp. predictable) CT-fields on R+ x 0, and note that 9 C (L. The accessible cr-field falls between 9 and (8, but will be omitted from our discussion.
Writing w(u) and p(u) for the well-measurable and predictable projections of the process u, the dual well-measurable (resp. predictable) projection of the increasing process A is defined as follows: A"' (resp. Ap) is the unique well-measurable (resp. predictable) increasing process such that (26) Erw(u)(s,co)dA(co)aEru(s,co)dAwico), uei9>.®S)^, Jo ^ Jo s T and similarly for A^. For an increasing process, we note that well-measurability is equivalent to being adapted.
For an integrable RAF a, we now denote by a (resp. a*) the dual wellmeasurable (resp. predictable) projection as defined above.
(27) Theorem. The increasing processes a", a* are AF's whose Palm measures are (28) BjB-Btf'), EjO=Ea(t), f«<7V
Proof. It suffices to treat the predictable case, the other being entirely analogous, even somewhat easier. Suppose, for the moment, that a is an AF. Let ¿j £ (3r0)+. Then p(¿J ° 6) = ¿j* ° 6, and the predictable version of (26) gives
EC°°e-s¿¡o6 a*ids)= Ef°V*f*o0 aids),. (30) Corollary. An AF a is adapted (resp. predictable) iff Ea(¿j) = Ea(¿jn) (resp. Ea(¿¡) = Ea(<**)) for every ¿j £ (S°)+.
Notes. (I) If a is adapted, then a will be predictable iff Ea(¿¡) = Ea(ç ) fot all ¿j £ (Jj ) since the Palm measure of an adapted AF is completely determined by its action on J? , (2) Since P~ kills polar sets in ^0_, there exists (by (10)(a)) a predictable AF ß such that P~ß = P" ; in fact, ß = a* since Eß(eJ) = EA¿j*) = Ea(cf*)=Ea.(£) fot¿j£(CJ°)+.
(31) Corollary. Additive projection (see §1) preserves well-measurability (resp. predictability).
We consider next the splitting of an AF a into the sum of a continuous AF a and a purely discrete AF a ,, i.e. the measure a (dt, co) has no atoms for each co £ 0, whereas a idt, co) is the sum of countably many point masses depending on co £ 0. The corresponding Palm measures are denoted P , P ,. Given a, a and a , are obtained from the usual decomposition of a measure into a continuous plus a discrete piece. If a is adapted, a and a , will be likewise, anda will be predictable; if a is predictable, a . will be also. Let A £ J have an a.s. countable spoor SA. Clearly P (A) = 0.
In particular, this is the case when A is semipolar.
Now consider the discrete part a^. Denote the mass on |0} by A: A(co) = 0-^(0, co) -aJS>-, co) = -a¿(0-, co) (there is no restriction (see §0) in assuming A £ (S°)+); also let A¿(co) = A ° 9((co) be the mass on \t \. It is well known that P , is supported on the set 0 , = ¡A > OS. Writing 0 . = \yt ilA > l/n\ and recalling that a, is finite on compacts, we see that 0 .
is semipolar.
When a is predictable, we get a finer decomposition: we can then show that P. is supported by a semipolar set in S~_, and this in turn will lead to the decomposition promised in §1.
(32) Lemma. The Palm measure of a purely discrete, predictable AF a is carried by a semipolar set in J0_.
Prooî. We choose for a the "perfect version" described in §0. The process A ° 0 = cx(z") -a(t-) is then predictable, and is therefore indistinguishable from its predictable projection A ° 0 . It follows that the set TV = JA > 0Î (which is in J«) is semipolar since its spoor is a.s. the same as the spoor of 0¿, and Pa(A = 0) = 0, since Palm measures fail to distinguish indistinguishable processes. The set TV is thus the one required by the theorem.
The following is now immediate upon recalling our remarks in §1:
(33) Theorem. A finite measure 0 as in (9) has a decomposition Q = P~ + PT + p where P~ charges no semipolar set in Jq_, PZ lives on a semipolar, but charges no polar set in J?_, and p lives on a polar set in 3¿_.
As a consequence of (33), we obtain the following refinements of the results in §1:
(34) Corollary, (a) A finite measure Q on J 7s the Palm measure of
